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Essential Nodes and Their Neighbors



Project Progress:

This week we became more familiar with the coding side of  DSGRN. I 
myself  had to get a cluster from OARC to use DSGRN on that cluster. 
Later, we worked on the code provided by Marcio to run DSGRN while 
considering essential parameters and their neighbors. We played with 
DSGRN to get a better understanding of  the application. Finally, we ran 
tests to get data from DSGRN in order to compare RACIPE and DSGRN.



Essential Nodes and Their Neighbors:

• Essential nodes are where the links have probability to be both active and 
inactive.

• Neighbors are the 1st adjacent nodes to the essential nodes.



Getting the Essential Parameters 
and Their Neighbors:

• Construct the essential network and its 
parameter graph.

• Get the indices of  essential parameters and its 
neighbors.

• Find the essential nodes and their indices in the 
original parameter graph.

• Similarly, get the neighbors and remove the 
neighbors that are also essential nodes.



Results for Toggles Switches:
DSGRN RACIPE



Next Steps:

Our next step will be to see if  we can figure out the possible reasons for the difference 
between the data generated by both applications. We will try to run RACIPE and 
DSGRN on some other basic models to get a better understanding of  what is going 
on. Also, we can try to figure out if  the half-functional rule is the reason for these 
differences and see if  essential nodes and their neighbors are the right method for 
reproducing the half-functional rule, to replicate RACIPE’s sampling methods, in 
DSGRN.
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